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As shown on the chart below, most GCC markets ended the quarter in positive territory on the back of better growth prospects in 2018, re-
valuation of many undervalued stories and Saudi Arabia – the GCC largest market – on its way to become part of large indices such as
MSCI or FTSE.

Looking at countries’ performance, the S&P Saudi index posted a return of +12.3%, its best quarter since 4Q 2016. Total foreign inflows
into Saudi since the start of the year have surpassed $2.1bn with 14 straight weeks of inflows. The total foreign ownership has risen from
$5bn on Jan 1 to $7.6bn on March 31st. While this may seem significant for Saudi, total foreign ownership is now at 1.53% which is still
paltry by global standards. Foreigners are now over 7% of average daily volume in Saudi vs 3-4% historically. However, this is still
significantly lower than the 30%+ in the rest of the MENA region (and much lower than in other Emerging Markets).

Saudi companies with larger index weight benefited the most from the flow driven rally. This was the case in particular for Al Rajhi bank
which grabbed 50% of foreign flow in January / February. But in the last month of the quarter regional Brokers started to see a broader
universe of large caps on clients “buy lists”.

Middle East equities
1Q 2018 Market review (1/2)

Q1 2018 returns MENA equities by country (in $) 
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Elsewhere within GCCs, Kuwait, Qatar and Bahrain posted single-digit returns while Oman (-2.9%) and UAE (+0.2%) have been lagging.
Our home market was impacted by the poor performance of Dubai Index (-7.8%) which suffered from the renewed weakness of Emaar
(-11% over the quarter). The “flagship” stock is now trading at its lowest level since June 2016.

While the overall performance by GCC was decent, the best performance came from countries in North Africa and Levant. Indeed, Egypt
returned +18.3% followed by +14.3% for Tunisia (though an illiquid market and a very small weight in the index) and +11.5% for Jordan.

The strong performance of Egypt didn’t surprise us. While many investors remain skeptical on Egypt, we have been a strong advocate of
this market for some time now. Over the last few years, Egypt was caught into a terrible vicious circle of chronically high inflation, low
savings rate, low capex, low productivity, stagnant income and debt. The currency devaluation which took place last year was an important
step forward to address many of these challenges. Moreover, authorities have been setting the house in order through spending cuts,
structural reforms, tax and subsidy reforms. Privatization of state-owned companies, starting with petroleum and banking sectors, should
support both the market and the government. A revival in tourism and the trend towards the country becoming an Outsourcing hub
should provide a boost to growth. The discovery of gas will turn the country into a net exporter by 2020. And while interest rates are still
very high (17.75%), they are at least moving in the right direction. Central Bank cut rates by 100 basis in March and we expect further
monetary easing during the course of 2018. Inflation is still high (14.0% for headline) but way below the 33.0% peak recorded in July
2017; it is expected to come down further this year. Real GDP growth came in strong in Q4 2017 at 5.3% yoy and we expect a huge
infrastructure spending push to sustain high level of growth. Last but not least, the re-election of Al Sissi is removing the political risk for
some time now. While some of the good news are now priced in, we continue to find very interesting stories in Egypt (see next section).

Middle East equities
1Q 2018 Market review (2/2)
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Middle East equities
Another strong performance for Al Mal Mena equities Fund (1/2)

The first quarter of 2018 happened to be a very strong one for Al Mal Mena equities fund with a return of +12.4% (net of fees and
unlevered) versus +7.2% for the benchmark.

As we have highlighted in the past, our approach is high-conviction bottom-up fundamental which means that we do not build our
portfolios based on country or sector considerations.

Given the strong pipeline of opportunities we have identified in Egypt over the last 18 months, we have been building a sizeable
overweight on this country over time (around 25%). Given the strong performance of Egypt in 1Q, a large part of our alpha came from
this market. MM Group, Ibn Sina (a name we exited in March), DICE and EFG Hermes were among the top performers.

Our second best contributor to performance was UAE. While this country sharply underperformed the S&P Pan Arab index in 1Q, some
of our UAE off-benchmark bets performed well. This was for instance the case of NMC Healthcare and Emirates NBD.

Our (small) positions in Qatar performed relatively well as we added exposure to stocks which are increasing their foreign ownership limits
such as Qatar Electricity or Qatar Insurance.

Our non-exposure to strong performing countries such as Levant or Tunisia wasn’t too costly given their very low exposure in the index.

The largest negative contribution to performance came from Saudi, a country on which we have been substantially underweighted. While
we believe in the long-term story in Saudi Arabia, we have been cautious on this market given the high valuation. On purpose, we didn’t
chase the large caps names which are short-term beneficiaries of the index inclusion story as we always buy stocks based on fundamentals,
not on index weight (this is by the way why the fund active share is hovering around 80%).

The Saudi beta rally was thus detrimental to our relative performance but the selection effect on Saudi was nevertheless positive as our
largest convictions - BUDGET, Rajhi Bank, Samba - posted strong returns.
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Middle East equities
Another strong performance for Al Mal Mena equities Fund (2/2)

Before we look into more details at some of our key calls in 1Q, we would like to highlight below the very decent performance of the Fund
since we reshaped the team and strategy in early 2017.

Indeed, since January 2017, Al Mal Mena equities fund is up +32.4% (after fees and unlevered) against +7.4% for the benchmark, or an
alpha of 25%. It is interesting to note that the portfolio has been invested in majority into large caps (i.e better liquidity names) and that
ex-post tracking error remains reasonable (around 6%).

While past returns are never a guarantee of future results, we continue to believe that our bottom-up, deep fundamental research and high
conviction approach investing into a region full of alpha opportunities will produce attractive returns in the medium to long-run.

Al Mal MENA equities Fund versus S&P Pan Arab index from 
January 2017 to March 2018 
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Middle East equities
Our key calls in the first quarter (1/3)

MM Group (+40% performance over quarter): The company is a leading retailer and distributor of 1) tier-1 consumer electronics
(Samsung and Huawei mobile phones, Samsung TVs and Carrier ACs), 2) telecommunication services (1 of 4 Vodafone Egypt partners).
MM Group is generating a return on equity of 58% due to asset light model with no leverage. EPS are expected to grow by 23% CAGR
until 2020. While not being part of our valuation model at this stage, the microfinance/ e-payment solution can further add to the upside.

Ibn Sina (+31% performance as we exited from the name early March) is the second largest pharma distributor in Egypt with a 19% market
share in 2017. Ibn Sina has a highly resilient business thanks to Egypt’s growing population. EBITDA margin is expected to improve thanks
to economies of scale as 70% of the operating cost are fixed. The company has a Net debt to Equity of 0.4x largely used to finance payables
on which they get cash discounts (the company engages in that kind of trade only if the cash discount is higher than the interest rate). We
exited the name when the antitrust news came out.

DICE (+17% performance over the quarter) is an integrated Egyptian garment exporter to the likes of Decathlon, Inditex and Levi’s. The
expanded capacity with several acquisitions and target export up to USD 120 million (vs. 50 in 2017) when they will be at full capacity.
They are a beneficiary of Egypt’s low cost advantage post the floatation of the Egyptian Pound. Egypt has a sizeable labor force (with 50%
of the population under the age of 30) and a proximity to end markets which results in competitive shipments lead time. The stock
remains cheap at 6x current year earnings, which are expected to grow a further 50% by 2020.

EFG Hermes (+16% performance over the quarter): As a leading investment bank in the MENA region, EFG Hermes is also a key
beneficiary of the interest rate cuts in Egypt. Rising liquidity levels are indeed pushing brokerage volumes upward, a trend that EFG will
benefit from given their 35%+ local market share. EFG Hermes has also a small market share in Saudi and as the MSCI/ FTSE upgrade
will bring in International investors, EFG is well placed to benefit from it. They also have a healthy pipeline of Equity and M&A
transactions for 2018. The outlook for their leasing & Micro financing division is also strong given low penetration and high net interest
margins (10%). Cash and investments make up EGP 14 of the current EGP 26 stock price.
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Middle East equities
Our key calls in the first quarter (2/3)

Budget Saudi (+34% over the quarter) is the largest car rental firm in Saudi Arabia with 20% in market share. They offer a diverse range
of services including short term rental, long term leasing, ‘Hajj’ and ‘Umrah’ services and pre-owned car sales. Budget Saudi is a
beneficiary of Saudi reforms as several small competitors have already exited the market ahead of the implementation of the new ‘100%
Saudization’ rule, according to news articles and management discussions. The royal decree that allows women to drive in KSA will be
effective in June 2018 and will likely produce a pick-up in car rental demand. A break on Fleet expansion should result in huge Free Cash
Flow generation and a ratio of 3x FCF/ Dividends suggests that dividends can substantially increase.

Rajhi Bank (+21% over the quarter) is the largest Islamic bank in Saudi Arabia (and MENA) with a market share of c40% in Saudi retail.
The bank is well positioned to capture growth in national employment especially women (credit cards, loans, mortgage, auto). As 90%+
deposits are CASA (non-Interest bearing), net interest margins will improve as interest rates move up (the Bank’s profitability came under
pressure in the low rate environment). Rajhi Bank stock is strongly benefiting from Saudi Arabia joining EM benchmarks and the ensuing
large passive inflows.

Rajhi Takaful (+17% over the quarter) is one of the largest Saudi Insurance company. Around 85% of the Gross Written Premium is
coming from the motor segment in which the company is a strong market player with 14% market share, benefiting from the backing of
Rajhi bank branch network. They recently acquired Abdul Latif Jameel contract which is around 8% of total market. Rahji Takaful has the
lowest expense ratio of the market at 13% vs 22-25% for competitors.
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NMC Health (+21% performance over the quarter) is UAE’s largest private healthcare provider. They currently operate or manage eight
hospitals, two day-care patient centers, nine medical centers and fifteen pharmacies. They acquired license for 700 beds in Saudi Arabia
which will double their current capacity. They are focusing on emerging markets for Operating & Management contracts (they recently got
contract for a 500 bed hospital), a segment which will be further EBITDA accretive with minimal CAPEX. As the recently acquired assets
start maturing (increased utilization & economies of scale), we expect further improvement of EBITDA margins from 20% in 2017 to 27%
by 2019.

Middle East equities
Our key calls in the first quarter (3/3)
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At the start of 2017, we shared with clients our optimistic view on MENA markets. Our call was definitely contrarian as we were fully aware
about the difficult macroeconomic situation created by low oil prices and the ensuing fiscal consolidation weighing on consumer and
business sentiment in the region.

Our positive view was actually based on two key drivers:

1) The macro and geopolitical situation aside, the MENA region is full of cheap, profitable and well-managed companies. Given the
inefficient nature of our regional markets and the heavy risk premium they trade on, astute investors can buy these companies at an
attractive price and generate very attractive returns;

2) The Oil crash which took place in 2014-2015 should be seen not as a risk but rather as a once-in a life time opportunity for the region to
reinvent itself. Over the last few years, regional leaders have started implementing major economic, capital markets and societal reforms
which should ultimately help MENA to move to a “post-Oil era” with a much more diversified economy and capital markets.

A cyclical / short-term catalyst was obviously the missing part of the story and it was thus not a surprise to see MENA equities
underperforming global equities throughout 2017. However, the “alpha” story was pretty much valid and this enabled our Al Mal Mena
equities fund to return over 32% (net of fees and unlevered) over the last 15 months, a performance which is in line with the Nasdaq, an
index seen as the ultimate “high growth” play.

As we progress throughout 2018, we firmly believe that while last year was purely about alpha, this year could very well be a year of “alpha”
AND “beta”. As highlighted in the previous sections, the S&P Pan Arab is up to a very good start in 2018 would it be on an absolute basis
or relative to other international markets.

We believe that the best is yet to come as we do see at least 5 main reasons for global and regional asset allocators to look at MENA
equities in a much more positive way than in the recent past – see next pages.

Middle East equities
Our outlook for 2Q 2018 and beyond
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REASON #1: STRUCTURAL REFORMS ARE FOR REAL

Over the last decade, the Middle East has been navigating through what can almost be considered as a perfect storm: the 2008 global crisis,
2010 Dubai’s meltdown, the Arab spring, the 2014-2015 oil crash, nearly constant geopolitical tensions, the Egypt pound collapse, the
Qatar blockage, etc. All of these stories impacted both business and consumer sentiment.

There is a silver lining though – with every crisis comes an opportunity. Indeed, these crisis have led MENA governments to implement
significant economic, social and political reforms. For instance, GCC governments have imposed fiscal austerity by cutting subsidiaries,
public expenses and investments. Taking Saudi Arabia as an example, the willingness to reform the country has been phenomenal since the
oil crisis. The Saudi 2030 Vision, the National Transformation Plan, NEOM economic zone project, Saudi women empowerment, the
opening of capital markets, Saudi Aramco IPO, etc. should radically transform the regional landscape and move the MENA region from
being Oil dependent to a much more diversified economic model.

While we were expecting some critical improvements, we have been truly impressed by the pace of reforms and this makes us even more
optimistic for the years to come.

And we are not the only one to be impressed. Recently, IMF Chief Christine Lagarde praised Saudi economic reforms. When asked about
his view on Saudi Arabia, Goldman’s chief executive for the MENA region said in an interview that “with the exception of China, I have
not witnessed in my 34-year career in the business a sovereign undergoing such massive economic and social transformation”.

The positive developments in the UAE need also to be praised. While Dubai realized the importance of diversifying its economy away from
oil dependence decades ago, the pace of reforms and development projects remain unabated. Other countries in the Gulf region are
following this example.

Middle East equities
Our outlook for 2Q 2018 and beyond
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With oil stabilizing around USD 55-65, the region has entered into a “sweet
spot”: the oil price is still not high enough to slow down structural reforms but
the recent oil recovery allows the GCC governments to relax their austerity
programs. For instance, Saudi Arabia is heading for increased government
spending which should stimulate both capital expenditures and consumption.
Real non-oil growth is likely to slightly pick-up in FY 18e as compared to FY 17e
as CapEx and grants provide stimulus offsetting pressure from new taxes and
anti-corruption drive. For sure, growth rates should remain relatively tepid but
the “second derivative” is more important than the absolute number.

The bears would argue that this macro relief stemming from oil is only temporary
but we would point out that the agreement between Saudi and Russia could be
extended for a decade, reducing the downside risk to oil prices substantially.

Beyond GCC, there are various reasons to be positive about Egypt, as already
mentioned in the previous article. Several rate cuts (we expect a further 400 basis
points this year) should be positive for indebted companies and should boost
CapEx towards 18e, with real GDP growth expected to exceed 5% or the next few
years.

Middle East equities
Our outlook for 2Q 2018 and beyond

REASON #2: AN IMPROVING MACRO PICTURE

As mentioned earlier, the “cyclical macro” component was a missing piece of the puzzle last year but it looks like the outlook for the MENA
region is brightening, notwithstanding geopolitical risks, as higher oil prices provide liquidity into the system, reduce imbalances in oil
exporters’ economies and provides government the means to boost government spending.

Looking at the GCC, two years of austerity have brought MENA budget breakeven close to reality and should end soon. On an aggregated
basis, GCC countries are expected to be in a surplus in FY 18e if oil stays over USD 61 per barrel (see chart below with fiscal breakeven oil
price by country).

Fiscal breakeven oil price by country vs. average 
Brent Crude price
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Middle East equities
Our outlook for 2Q 2018 and beyond

REASON #3: ATTRACTIVE VALUATIONS

Despite the very decent performance recorded in 1Q, valuations for MENA equities remain compelling: the average P/E has come down
from 13.2x to 12.5x and Price to book value from 1.61x to 1.58x over the last 12 months. As shown below (see left hand table), with the
exception of Saudi, the largest regional markets trade at a discount to Global Emerging markets would it be on a P/E or PEG basis.

When it comes to earnings revision for 2018e and 2019e, the picture looks still solid on a 3-month and 6-month basis although we note that
aggregate numbers are lower than those of Global Emerging markets (see right hand table).

Equity risk premiums are now attractive at 700 basis points (40 basis points above historical average), already reflecting substantial
geopolitical risks and in anticipation of structurally lower growth rates. This has resulted in a more attractive risk/reward in our view.

MENA markets 2018 PE and EPS growth MENA markets 2018 and 2019 EPS revision (last 3 months 
and last 6 months)
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Middle East equities
Our outlook for 2Q 2018 and beyond

REASON #4: MENA AS A DESTINATION OF CAPITAL

One of our key thesis over the last 18 months has been for MENA equities finally getting to the radar of international asset allocators. At
this stage, our regional markets are almost non-existent on most global asset allocation grids prepared by international banks, insurance,
family offices or sovereigns. Thin liquidity, difficulties to access capital markets, the small number of dedicated ETFs/funds, the lack of IPOs
and very small weightage in the main indices are mentioned as the main reasons for this absence. Part of the reforms being implemented by
Saudi and other countries in the region are targeting the improved access to regional capital markets by international investors. While the
region is mainly know by international investors as a source of capital, the goal is now for MENA to be seen as a destination of capital as
well.

The inclusion of major markets such as Saudi Arabia is a key milestone to achieve this ambitious agenda. From this perspective, the upgrade
of Saudi to MSCI watch list in June and the recent decision by FTSE to include Saudi in its Secondary Emerging Markets index over five
phases beginning in March 2019 is creating a very strong momentum. We thus expect Saudi inclusion in the MSCI indices to be announced
in June 2018, and effective over two phases starting in May 2019. The Saudi market should now meet all of MSCI’s criteria following the
enhancements to the Independent Custody Model and the relation of the QFI requirements that came through in January 2018. The
inclusion of Saudi Arabia into the major indices can also accelerate the IPO date of Saudi Aramco and the launch of other flagship IPOs. It
could also incentivize more MENA companies to be part of these indices. Altogether, these events are expected to attract considerable
passive and active flows into our regional markets.

While we have seen some very decent foreign flows in 1Q, we don’t believe that the index story has been fully priced in by the market. We
expect around USD 15bn in combined passive inflows from MSCI and FTSE, which could reach more than USD 20bn following an
Aramco IPO. Meanwhile, active and passive inflows combined could easily exceed USD 60bn as sovereigns, hedge funds, mutual funds and
ETFs are expected to invest in the region (e.g Blackrock is launching an ETF on Saudi market).

The bottom-line is that global financial centers such as New York, London & Tokyo can no longer ignore our region anymore. With a
combined index weight (including Aramco) that could be as high as 7%, the MENA equities region will be comparable to mainstream
emerging markets such as India or Latin America. Last but not least, the fact that smart money are increasingly looking at our regional
companies will also bring in better corporate governance and normalization of equity multiples – for instance, regional hospitals would
trade at similar valuations than international peers. The downside though is that Middle East might start to correlate more with the
movements of global equities.
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Middle East equities
Our outlook for 2Q 2018 and beyond

REASON #5: ALPHA OPPORTUNITIES

While the “beta” story is expected to take shape this year, we continue to believe the region remains full of alpha opportunities and this for
at least two reasons.

First, the major economic and societal transition the region is going through should create meaningful performance gap between winners
and losers. For instance, the structural reforms which are being implemented are creating major disruptions in various sectors such as
Insurance in Saudi or in the education sector within the GCCs – astute managers are well positioned to take advantage of this new
paradigm.

Second, our regional markets remain relatively inefficient due to the high retail investors’ participation and the lack of research coverage.
Even if the increasing foreign participation is expected to rebalance the institutional / retail participation rate over time, the access to
information will remain challenging (e.g 50% of listed companies financial statements are only available in Arabic). While the trend towards
passive investing remains strong from a global perspective, active management should be favored in the MENA region.
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Middle East equities
Our outlook for 2Q 2018 and beyond

INVESTMENT CONCLUSION & SOME KEY CALLS FOR THE SECOND QUARTER

As highlighted above, we remain very constructive on MENA equities on a medium and long-term basis. Looking at the second quarter, we
expect the news flow to be again dominated by Saudi Arabia’s entry in global indices as we expect MSCI to follow the steps of FTSE.

When it comes to specific sectors and themes, we continue to like banks and insurance in Saudi Arabia. With the US Federal reserve
expected to further hike rates, net interest should expand. Moreover, Banks are not hurt by the reform program as they have high
Saudization levels. The outlook for lending opportunities is positive for both retail and the corporate segments. The other segment we are
invested in is motor insurance which should benefit from enhanced enforcement of current regulations and women being able to drive.

UAE markets have been out of favor for a while. We believe that some specific stories look rather cheap relative to underlying fundamentals.
However, concerns on property prices and rotation to other markets with better short term catalysts (e.g Saudi) continue to cap the upside
for UAE equities.

As for Kuwait, Qatar, Oman & Bahrain, our allocation is increasing but from a very low level and on a very selective basis. We remain
underweight on these countries which have less ambitions to reform or are restricted in their ability to cope with a low oil price
environment.

We already visited Egypt twice this year; our key takeaway is that sentiment among both local investors and companies is sharply improving.
A reversal in the interest rate cycle and the huge reforms implemented over the past years have set the stage for the companies which are able
to plan ahead and start reinvesting. With interest rates expected to go down again, we expect further rerating of Egypt equities, especially in
the rate sensitive sectors such as Real Estate. We thus continue to see more upside for this market.

For sure, there remain some risks in the region. Besides geopolitics, the fact that regional central banks are forced to follow the steps of the
Fed and raise rates despite being at an earlier stage of the business cycle is another risk to monitor. But overall, we believe that most of these
risks are already priced by the markets. We thus expect further gains ahead.



Country Views
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Saudi Arabia: Building a New Kingdom

 The largest population in the GCC (32mn) with an
average age of 25 still represents a significant
consumption power.

 The National Transformation plan should
strengthen the fiscal and economic outlook over the
longer term.

 Strong Oil and Net Foreign Assets reserves (reached
$456 billion) should support transition over the
medium term.

 MSCI and FTSE inclusion over the medium term.

 Large debt capacity (17% of GDP as of 2017 and
expected to reach 50% of GDP by 2021) to support
budget deficit.

 Third largest oil reserves globally after the United
States and Russia.

 Social Reforms such as women driving &
entertainment will open up new avenue.

 High dependency on oil (30% of GDP & 81% of
government revenues).

 Scarcity of skilled local labor.

 Margin compression as a result of Saudisation and
subsidy reforms.

 Geopolitical tensions with Iran Yemen and Syria.

 New taxes and fees in form of VAT and expat
dependent levy, higher gas and electricity prices to
adversely impact consumer purchasing power

We argue that the Kingdom as we knew it over the past 30 years would not exist in 10 years. The kingdom is moving
from a passive approach to a proactive approach at all levels from politics to social to economics. The goal is for the
kingdom's major cities to be at the same level as other major international cities and for that to happen Saudi Arabia is
a place investors do not want to miss. There will be more catalysts with major IPOs and reforms along the road.

The market is among the best performing this year with +9.0% YTD (Tadawul index). Most of the strength is coming
ahead of obtaining emerging market status by MSCI and FTSE, with the later officially upgrading Saudi as EM
secondary market (inclusion by 2019). The kingdom received record foreign inflows with +USD2.7 billion so far this
year, however, foreign ownership is still at very low levels of ~1.5% which is 5x less than other GCC markets in terms
of size and daily participation (7% of daily volumes versus 30%+ for other MENA markets).

The market will keep on performing ahead of MSCI decision in June. We like Insurance, Banks and transportation.

Indicator 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
Real GDP Growth (%) 3.7 4.1 1.7 0.1 1.1 
CPI (Average) 2.7 2.2 3.5 (0.2) 5.0 
Population (Millions) 30.8 31.0 31.7 32.4 33.0 
Gross Debt (% GDP) 1.6 5.0 13.1 17.0 20.7
Current Account (% GDP) 9.8 -8.7 -4.3 0.6 0.4

Opportunities Challenges Key Macro Indicators 

Key Market Metrics (2018)Our Take

* Source: Bloomberg, REIDIN and AMC A.M. Estimates

Metric P/E P/B DY RoE ND/EBITDA 

Current 14.5x 1.7x 3.5% 11.5% 0.3x

10 Years Average 13.7x 1.9x 3.4% 13.2% 0.7x

10 Years High 17.8x 3.6x 4.4% 21.8% 1.1x

10 Years Low 8.8x 1.3x 2.2% 9.5% 0.2x

Saudi Arabian Index Performance versus MSCI Emerging Markets 
Index (Normalized Price)
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United Arab Emirates: A tale of two Markets

 Subsidy reforms and decreased spending has allowed
the UAE to significantly improve investment
outlook in the country.

 EXPO 2020, along with continued development of
attractions, will result in sustainable growth in
tourism (est. 20 mn visitors by 2020, CAGR 2015-
20: 7.1%). Total projects award is expected to reach
USD 3bn in 2017

 Tourism was 8.7% of 2016 GDP, with expected
growth rate of 5.4% / year over the next 10 years, in
line with the Dubai Plan 2021, and Abu Dhabi
Vision 2030.

 Disciplined and swift fiscal adjustments, prior to the
slump in oil prices, resulting in decreased
dependence on oil revenue. Aim is to reduce oil
contribution to GDP to 20% by 2021, from ~30%
currently.

 The largest financial buffers at USD1.26 trillion in
SWFs.

 Even though it is the most diversified economy in
the UAE, oil still accounts for 30% of GDP.

 Further fiscal reforms in the UAE, i.e. subsidy
reforms, Emiratization, have the potential to cause a
slowdown in economic growth.

 Continued fiscal diligence in Abu Dhabi.

 Geo-political tensions in the region, along with the
UAE’s strategic alliance with Saudi Arabia may
challenge tourism, trade and international finance in
the UAE.

 Many small developers that emerge during the mini
boom 2012-14 may default or create an oversupply
in the real estate market

Many things are keeping investors' sentiment muted in the UAE, although we believe that technical factors are playing a
big role here. Indeed, regional investors prefer to reallocate to better growth opportunities across other MENA markets
(i.e. Egypt) and position ahead FTSE/MSCI inclusion in Saudi rather than to inject fresh money into the region. The
UAE is taking most of the burden given it has the highest foreign ownership percentage (~10% vs. 1.5% in KSA). Signs
of weakness in Dubai and Abu Dhabi’s real estate sectors are not helping. We did our homework and believe that
current price for Emaar implies 50% of 2017 launches (~7.8k units) in 2018. So far the company launched around
~1.0k unit which explains the market pessimism. Therefore, the weakness does not rely only on technical factors - there
might be a fundamental story as well.

Some technical factors like passive flows due to higher index weight will continue to support First Abu Dhabi Bank,
and we believe raising foreign ownership in a high quality name like Emirates ENBD will help to close the valuation
gap with the sector average. We are thus positive on ENBD Bank based on relative valuation.

Indicator 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
Real GDP Growth (%) 3.1 3.8 3.0 1.3 3.4
CPI (Average) 2.3 4.1 1.8 2.1 2.9
Population (Millions) 9.3 9.6 9.9 10.1 10.4
Govt. Gross Debt (% GDP) 15.6 18.7 20.7 20.7 20.8
Current Account (% GDP) 10.0 4.7 2.4 2.1 2.1

UAE Index Performance versus MSCI Emerging 
Markets Index (Normalized Price)

* Source: Bloomberg, REIDIN and AMC A.M. Estimates

Metric P/E P/B DY RoE ND/EBITDA 

Current 10.4x 1.3x 4.6% 12.5% 0.3x

10 Years Average 10.7x 1.1x 3.1% 9.9% 1.9x

10 Years High 19.1x 2.0x 5.6% 15.3% 12.3x

10 Years Low 2.8x 0.5x 1.3% 6.3% -2.4x

Opportunities Challenges Key Macro Indicators 

Key Market Metrics (2017)Our Take
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Kuwait: Mainly an index inclusion story but some “alpha” as well

 Economic reforms should support the country over
the long-term

 Kuwait has large financial buffers (USD 592 billion
in its SWF) and to date has not borrowed from local
banks, maintaining the sector’s liquidity at healthy
levels.

 Meaningful progress have been made on key
infrastructure projects

 Given low capital spending, budget deficit is
expected to be manageable at low single digits.

 FTSE EM upgrade and MSCI potential inclusion
in the future.

 Sixth largest oil reserves globally. Additionally, the
lowest oil breakeven prices in the GCC at USD50
per barrel.

 Still a state managed economy with the highest
dependency on oil (94% of government revenue
and 70% of GDP) among GCC countries, which
led to a slowdown in project awarded in 2016 (-
45%), second only to Saudi Arabia (-63%).
Moreover, Q2-17 project award was half the
quarterly average for last year.

 High percentage of employees in Kuwait (>90%)
work for the public sector, further straining fiscal
spending and slowing state obligations.

 High concentration of real estate and consumer
loans (60% of loans) in the banking sector.

The market is purely moving on FTSE/MSCI inclusions, and the governments still need to expand spending to trigger
more growth. Nevertheless, we still find some of the best value in the region there.

We still believe that 2015-19 Kuwait Development Plan will support growth over the medium term, and we actually
started to see a pick in projects’ awards. Moreover, it has much more capacity to gradually introduce reforms and
alleviate the pressure on consumers. The government spending push should help the banking sector this year, and given
the headwinds and higher provisions taken last year, we expect this year to comparatively better. In addition, higher
interest rate should be supportive to margin.

A key area that we like in Kuwait is the government focus on Education , and we still like the Leasing sector.

Indicator 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
Real GDP Growth (%) 0.6 2.1 2.5 -2.1 4.1
CPI (Average) 2.9 3.7 3.5 2.5 2.7
Population (Million) 4.0 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.5
Gross Debt (% GDP) 7.5 11.0 18.5 27.1 33.0
Current Account (% GDP) 33.4 3.5 -4.5 -0.6 -1.4

Kuwait Index Performance versus MSCI 
Emerging Markets Index (Normalized Price)

* Source: Bloomberg, REIDIN and AMC A.M. Estimates

Metric P/E P/B DY RoE ND/EBITDA 

Current 14.7x 1.3x 3.7% 8.7% 2.8x

10 Years Average 26.8x 1.3x 4.3% 5.8% 5.2x

10 Years High 181.1x 1.8x 9.7% 12.8% 26.1x

10 Years Low 13.3x 0.2x 2.3% -13.6% 2.2x

Opportunities Challenges Key Macro Indicators 

Key Market Metrics (2017)Our Take
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Qatar: Limited Opportunities

 Committed to investing in infrastructure,
particularly with the 2022 World Cup deadline.

 Fiscal rationalization (5%) continued in 2017 with
the central government holding the 2018 current
expenditure at the same level. Public sector
companies are increasingly cost conscious.

 CAPEX growing at a healthy pace – almost half of
the spending will be directed toward completion of
projects in healthcare, education, transportation and
others toward hosting the 2022 World Cup.

 Qatar possesses the second strongest position in the
GCC following UAE with a net credit position of
115% of GDP. This is one of the reasons it has not
been downgraded by any of the rating agencies.

 Qatar also has strong financial buffers of around
USD320 billion in its SWFs and has one of the
world highest GDP per capita. Also the third highest
gas reserves globally.

 Private credit is slow, despite the infrastructure
push. As the banks’ credit-to-deposit ratio is already
very high at 115%, credit will eventually have to
slow as deposits are now contracting

 Diversification efforts have had limited impact, and
we have some concerns that Qatar is building excess
capacities ahead of the 2022 World Cup, especially
in hospitality and residential real estate

 Isolation by its neighbors might prove to be costly if
continued for a long time; though the situation
seems to have stabilized at present.

 Among the highest debt levels in GCC and
increased difficulties in funding the banking sector.

 A gap between the Qatari onshore and offshore FX
rate (~8%)

The country has been able to weather the shock from the blockade better than expected. Data suggests the economy is
resilient as nonoil GDP grew 4.2% last year. However, the country is becoming much more dependent on governmental
support. Diversification efforts continued as Qatar find other routs, though more costly. The focus is at developing a
more knowledge-based economy.

Volatility is still elevated and geopolitical risks have not subsided yet. Valuations are not really attractive after the recent
rally given the weak growth prospects. We opportunistically like insurance and utilities.

Indicator 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Real GDP Growth (%) 4.0 3.6 2.2 2.5 3.1

CPI (Average) 2.9 1.8 2.7 0.9 4.8

Population (Millions) 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.7 2.7

Gross Debt (% GDP) 32.3 34.9 56.5 54.4 54.4

Current Account (% GDP) 24.0 8.4 -4.9 2.3 1.0

Qatar Index Performance versus MSCI Emerging 
Markets Index (Normalized Price)

* Source: Bloomberg, REIDIN and AMC A.M. Estimates

Metric P/E P/B DY RoE ND/EBITDA 

Current 12.2x 1.3x 4.6% 11.3% 3.4x

10 Years Average 11.9x 1.9x 4.2% 18.0% 2.5x

10 Years High 15.7x 3.5x 5.9% 35.3% 4.1x

10 Years Low 5.7x 1.1x 1.8% 9.8% 0.7x

Opportunities Challenges Key Macro Indicators 

Key Market Metrics (2017)Our Take
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Oman: Stabilizing

 Capital inflows are helping to a large extent to
stabilize the current account deficit. Foreign reserves
are stable at US 18.4 billion.

 The banking system is highly capitalized and still
profitable. Better liquidity position versus other
GCC countries have led to a negligible rise in
interbank rates.

 Decline in oil has emphasized the need for
diversification and increasing the role of the private
sector.

 Cheapest market in GCC

 Gross debt as a % of GDP is rising rapidly however,
from 5% of GDP in 2014 to 33.6% in 2016 and
45% as of 2017

 Large population market with a high share of
nationals. More Omanis are replacing expats which
translates into higher consumer expenditure & retail
banking

 High dependence on oil (used to account for 85%
of government revenues) and lower reserves
compared to other GCC countries have forced the
government to cut spending aggressively. SWF size is
only at USD24 billion.

 Government spending used to account for 55% of
GDP, so growth is expected to remain muted. Non-
Oil GDP growth is expected to slow to 3.8%.

 Despite robust spending cuts, it still has the highest
fiscal deficit in the GCC at low double digits (-10%).

 Liquidity to tighten further as deposits fall and
government borrowing crowds-out the private sector.

With stabilizing oil prices, fiscal and FX pressure should alleviate. The government was forced to cut spending
aggressively. At USD 18.1 billion FX reserves and Debt-to-GDP rising to 50%, options were limited. After cutting
subsidies and raising taxes we believe the government can slow down reforms and allow the economy to breath.

Almost all sectors got affected after increasing taxes, telecom royalties and energy subsidies. Even though huge steps
have been taken, we believe reforms should not stop yet.

We initiated a small allocation at the time where we believe investors overreacted. We see the Telecom sector as a deep
value opportunity as the regulator has effectively cancelled the plan for a third operator for now. Competition is also
not as intense as in some other Gulf telecom markets.

Indicator 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
Real GDP Growth (%) 2.5 4.2 3.0 0.0 3.7
CPI (Average) 1.0 0.1 1.1 3.0 3.0
Population (Millions) 3.7 3.8 4.0 4.1 4.2
Gross Debt (% GDP) 4.9 15.3 33.6 44.5 50.8
Current Account (% GDP) 5.8 -15.5 -18.6 -14.3 -13.2

Oman Index Performance versus MSCI Emerging Markets 
Index (Normalized Price

* Source: Bloomberg, REIDIN and AMC A.M. Estimates

Metric P/E P/B DY RoE ND/EBITDA 

Current 9.5x 0.9x 5.7% 9.7% 1.0x

10 Years Average 10.3x 1.5x 4.6% 14.6% -0.1x

10 Years High 16.6x 3.9x 5.9% 26.8% 1.3x

10 Years Low 3.6x 0.9x 3.8% 9.6% -1.2x

Opportunities Challenges Key Macro Indicators 

Key Market Metrics (2017)Our Take
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Egypt: Time to look ahead and shrug off old perceptions

 Egypt’s potential population size and political
significance on the back of regional tensions can’t
be ignored. It is an indispensable ally for the GCC
in balancing Turkish and Iranian regional
influences.

 Authorities are setting the house in order –
spending cuts, structural reform initiation, tax and
subsidy reforms.

 Privatization of state-owned companies, starting
with petroleum and banking sectors, should support
both the market and the government.

 Discovery of gas will turn the country into a net
exporter by 2020.

 Turning into an Outsourcing hub in Services and
Manufacturing on account of low cost manpower.

 A revival in tourism. In 2017, tourism revenues
increased +123.5% to USD7.6 billion and the
number of tourists grew by 54% to 8.3 million.

 Extremely high youth unemployment at over 40%,
rampant inflation touching 30% post devaluation.

 External debt reaching 41% as of Sep 2017
compared to 13.6% in 2015.

 Ripple effect after the devaluation will take some
time to settle. High inflation and an adjustment
period for spending habits might take longer than
anticipated.

 Challenging security situation with ISIS in the Sinai
desert.

 High interest rates deterring a rise in CAPEX.

We visited Egypt twice so far this year and we observed a sizeable improvement in sentiment among both local investors
and companies. A reversal in the interest rate cycle and the massive reforms implemented over the past years mean that
companies able to plan ahead again and start reinvesting will benefit disproportionately. Interest rates are being cut
aggressively which should lead to a rerating of equities, especially the rate sensitive sectors such as Real Estate. We still
see a lot more upside for Egypt equities.

The security situation is still one of the biggest challenges, but with a second term for president Sissi we expect reforms
drive to continue.

With good reserves buffer at around $42bn we continue to be excited about Egypt. We find value in Energy and
Fertilizers, Real Estate and Outsourcing companies.

Egypt Index Performance versus MSCI Emerging Markets Index 
(Normalized Price)

* Source: Bloomberg, REIDIN and AMC A.M. Estimates

Indicator 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Real GDP Growth (%) 2.9 4.4 4.3 4.1 4.5

CPI (Average) 10.1 11.0 10.2 23.5 21.3

Population (Millions) 86.7 89.0 90.2 92.3 94.4

Gross Debt (% GDP) 85.1 88.5 96.9 101.2 88.8

Current Account (% GDP) -0.8 -3.6 -6.0 -5.9 -3.8

Metric P/E P/B DY RoE ND/EBITDA 

Current 13.0x 2.4x 3.3% 12.2% 0.6x

10 Years Average 10.5x 1.4x 3.2% 11.8% -0.2x

10 Years High 17.2x 2.4x 5.3% 28.3% 0.6x

10 Years Low 5.6x 0.9x 1.9% -36.2% -1.1x

Opportunities Challenges Key Macro Indicators 

Key Market Metrics (2017)Our Take
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2014 2015 2016 2017

India KSA UK Oman US Other

* Source: Bloomberg, Al Mal Estimates

Why the Middle East and Why Now?
Dubai EXPO 2020 (UAE)

Opportunities

 The UAE is the second largest economy in the Arab world and possess one of the strongest financial
buffers (around USD 1.26 trillion in SWFs) and fiscal stance.

 EXPO preparations should keep the city vibrant for the next five years. Infrastructure, Hospitality and Real
Estate projects should stimulate growth. The total economic impact of hosting the event is estimated at
USD 28.8 billion which is material when measured against Dubai’s real GDP of USD 100 billion, growing
by 4.1% in 2015.

 The cost of constructing the Expo site and related infrastructure is USD 6.9 billion. EXPO 2020 is
expected to attract 25 million visitors from across the globe and create 277,000 jobs for Emirates, with 40%
in the travel and tourism sector, and 30% in the construction sector.

 Dubai is expected to grow at an average of 4-5% over the next five years, nearly double the growth rate of
other GCC countries.

 The main sectors that will directly benefit from Expo are Banks, real estate, construction, and
retail/hospitality

Projects Completion Date
Cost 

(AED Billion)
Expected Number of visitors

Dubai Parks & Resorts October, 2016 10.5 Over 5 million during full year 

IMG Amusement Park August, 2016 1.0 4.5 Million in first year 

The Dubai Canal Early 2017 2.0 -

The Dubai Opera August, 2016 1.2 -

Dubai Metro Extension Early 2020 10.6 -

Jumeirah Central N/A 73 .0 -

Total Hotel Room Keys Supply in Dubai

Total  Dubai tourism

13.2M

92,333 

98,333 

101,333 

107,431 

FY 2014 FY 2015 FY 2016 FY 2017

14.2M 14.9M 17.8M
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* Source: Bloomberg, Al Mal Estimates

Why the Middle East and Why Now?
Ecommerce

Opportunities

 The region is still at its very early stages when it comes to e-commerce and growth potentials are huge. E-
commerce accounts for a meagre ~3.0% of total retail sales in the region and expected to reach 15% in a
decade.

 Over the last decade, e-commerce in the Middle-East has grown by 1500% supported by one of the world’s
highest internet penetration rate (above 70% in the GCC).

 There are 110 million internet users in MENA with 30 million already shopping online. Current total
market size is estimated at ~ USD15.0 billion with the UAE being the biggest market with ~USD2.5
billion last year, growing at 20% annually. Euro monitor is expecting the market size to reach USD41.5
billion in MENA by 2020.

 The region has seen a lot of developments on the e-commerce front recently from larger investors.
Mohammad Al Abar Emaar Properties chairman along with the Saudi Investment Fund are preparing to
launch one of the region’s biggest online platform for e-commerce (noon.com) this year, along to Amazon
buying Souq.com. These new platforms are trying to capture more market share as 90% of e-commerce goes
to non-MENA platforms.

 Sales through electronic devices has grown by 52% in the GCC countries versus 31% in the United States

80%
75%

60%
50%

26%
16%

UAE Qatar Saudi Arabia Jordan Egypt Morocco

8

6.2

4.1
5.1

4.4 4.3
3.8

0.9
0.4

USA Europe Middle East Kuwait Egypt UAE Saudi Arabia Oman Qatar

3.3

15

20

2010 2015 2020

23%

17%

8%

24%

12%
8% 9%

Smart Phones Penetration

Ecommerce market in GCC will reach USD 20bn by 2020

Online Shopping is gaining traction in all segmentsContribution of Middle East's digital economy is low compared to developed nations

Saudi Arabia & UAE
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* Source: Bloomberg, Al Mal Estimates

Why the Middle East and Why Now?
Insurance

Opportunities

 At 1.4% of GDP, insurance penetration in Saudi Arabia is amongst the lowest in the region as well as
globally. We believe a young and growing population remains the key driver for sustained double-digit
growth over the medium term.

 The Saudi Arabian market is the second-largest after UAE in the GCC, representing 33.5% of regional
GWP in 2015. Mandatory health and motor insurance regulations launched by the government have
fuelled demand for insurance products in the country, and are likely to remain the key driver for industry
growth in the medium term.

 Enforcement of mandatory lines –motor insurance will remain the key driver in the short to medium term.
As per Industry experts estimate only 45% of the cars are covered by insurance

 The strong enforcement push by the regulator has seen the penetration level of medical insurance rise
significantly over the past five years. However biggest opportunity lies in the enforcement of medical
insurance on Saudi nationals working in the private sector, where roughly 40-45% of the individuals do
not have health insurance.

Evolution of GWP

Insurance penetration as % of GDP

Gross written premium breakdown by segments 

Private Medical Insurance – Potential Market Size

Property and 
casuality, 18%

Protection & 
Saving, 3%

Health, 51%

Motor, 28%

Saudi Expats Total

Population 21.1 10.4 31.5

Mandated : Private Sector 5.64 9.06 14.7

Covered 3.1 7.9 11

Insured 2.5 1.2 3.7

% Covered of Mandated 56% 87% 75%

Public Health 15.47 1.35 16.82

Saudi Arabia

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017F

P&C Health General

0.0%

0.5%

1.0%

1.5%

2.0%

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017F

General Health P&C
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* Source: Bloomberg, Al Mal Estimates

Why the Middle East and Why Now?
Banking

Opportunities

 Saudi Banks are a big beneficiary of rising rates – since a large part of their deposit base is interest free and
as such do not see increase in cost of funding, whereas yield on loans gradually move up. This is very
prominent in case of Al Rajhi Bank that has a non-interested bearing base close to 95% of its total
deposits.

 The current median Price-to-Book ratio at 1.1x is the lowest it has been in more than a decade – much
lower than the 1.9x post the global financial crisis and a tad below the bottom in 2012 on account of Saad
& Al Gosaibi default. A very positive sign will be with Banks upping their dividends, which was
inaugurated by National Commercial Bank and we think more banks will do the same. Yield of 3.8% is
attractive & 18% higher than the 5 year average

 Banks are more like a black box as we do not know who they are lending to and how much risk are they
taking. Therefore, we like banks that maintains a nice balance between their credit and sales culture, and at
the same time large enough to control their cost culture. A clear reflection of a healthy culture is the bank’s
payout ratios and usually banks with higher payout ratios are more comfortable with their loan book,
future profitability and capital base. Therefore the recent dividend hike in Saudi is a very positive signal.

Sensitivity of Net Interest Margins (%)

Comfortable Asset Quality

High share of CASA deposits

Inexpensive valuation

Saudi Arabia

 1.5

 2.5

 3.5

 4.5

Dec-06 Dec-08 Dec-10 Dec-12 Dec-14 Dec-16

NIM (Sector Median) US 10yr yield

Demand, 
60.6%

Time & 
Savings, 
30.4%

Quasi-
Monetary, 

9.0%

1.36 1.65 1.50 

4.51 

3.18 

2.15 
1.66 1.34 1.14 0.98 1.26 

1.24 
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* Source: Bloomberg, Al Mal Estimates

Why the Middle East and Why Now?
Healthcare, but it is all about Valuation

Opportunities

 Demographics: As life expectancy grows with continuing medical advancements made and generational
movement taking place, there is a growing ageing population with various medical issues, as incidence of
lifestyle diseases is on the rise.
 According to Dubai Health Authority, Emiratis over the age of 60 will see a steep increase, doubling

from present levels, in the next 20 years
 Over the next decade, a quarter of the population in KSA will move into the >45 age bracket

 Favorable Supply/Demand Dynamics: Hospitals should maintain the upper hand due to insufficient
supply for the foreseeable future.

 Public sector / Privatization: Public sector is determined to shift the healthcare burden onto the private
sector. The Saudi National Transformation Plan aims to increase private contribution to healthcare from
25% to 35% by 2020

 Key Catalysts:
 Expansion of private insurance through a national plan, targeting all residents
 Margins for listed healthcare companies rank amongst the highest globally, as demand growth

increases and lower penetration by healthcare providers
 3 to 4 million Saudi family members of private sector employees are required to obtain insurance.

CAPEX for KSA Listed Companies (SAR, Mn)

Per Capita Healthcare Expenditure (USD)

Financials for KSA Listed Companies -2014 to 2018E (SAR, Bn)

Bed Capacity for KSA Listed Companies

3329
3777

4193
4814

5174 5444

2015 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E

 -

 300

 600

 900

 1,200

 1,500

2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E
Mouwasat Dallah CARE Hammadi MEAHCO

0

2,000

4,000

6,000

8,000

10,000

4,426 
4,960 

7,572 
8,197 

9,187 

2,070 2,260 2,446 2,705 3,044 

2014 2015 2016 2017E 2018E

Revenue Gross Profit

Saudi Arabia & UAE
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Why the Middle East and Why Now?
Education

Opportunities

 Nearly a quarter of the country’s population is under the age of 14 and c32% is below 25 years of age,
building a strong base for Kuwait’s higher education sector.

 GCC countries are expected to spend almost USD 150bn a year on education to accommodate growing
student population that is expected to grow at a CAGR of 1.8% to reach almost 11.3 Mn by 2020.

 Investment in the sector, by both the government and the private sector, totalled at around USD 1.7 Bn
over the past few years with over USD 1bn worth of projects completed since 2010,

• Students at the secondary level in government schools dropped by an average CAGR of 0.8% over the past
three years whereas students in private institutions increased at a healthy rate of 4.6%.

• Given high personal income levels (Kuwait has a large and strong middle class) along with a tax-free
environment and benefits (such as free healthcare and education at public schools), the Kuwaiti
population has a strong ability to spend on higher education even if there are no scholarships.

Budgeted spending on Education Sector

Number of students (Secondary)Kuwait Budgeted Spending on Education

Kuwait
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10.4%

13.6%

15.0%
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Why the Middle East and Why Now?
Real Estate

Opportunities

 The average price/sqm has increased significantly over FY 06-17e, but the reduction in unit sizes (which
thereby minimized pricing growth across units), combined with prolonged payment plans have kept
residential property accessible and affordable. This has helped maintain uptake levels above 75% in 2017.

 Expatriate demand has also become a significant sales contributor since the devaluation of the EGP,
comprising 15% of presales (vs. 5% previously).

 The Expected increase in supply of hotel rooms is less than 2% for 2018 and 2019 and removal of travel
ban by Russia would boost the demand for hospitality segment

 The increase in occupancy rates 71% in Q3 2017 vs 59% in Q3 2016 for hotels shows signs of recovery in
the sector

 Market is still undersupplied in terms of retail spaces as retail space per capita in Cairo stands at 0.33sqm
which is much lower than the regional peers

 Vacancy rates increased to 18% as of Q3 17A (vs. 15% Q3 16A), while prime rental rates remained largely
flat y/y at EGP 14.6k/sqm p.a. showing ability to absorb this new capacity

Expected increase in hotel rooms keys is less than 2%

Retail Space/capita is still lower than regional peers(sqm per capita)Rental rates are robust despite increased supply (EGP k/sqm)

Egypt
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* Source: Bloomberg, Al Mal Estimates

Why the Middle East and Why Now?
Microfinance

Opportunities

 The banking penetration in Egypt stands at only 14%, a number which is much lower than the regional
peers. This gives the NBFCs (non-banking financial corporations) an excellent opportunity to tap this
market

 Microfinance loans in Egypt grew by 42% CAGR from Q1 2016 to Q3 2017 and is expected to continue
this pace in 2018

 The average loan size is very low (USD 165) and can thus not be catered by conventional banks. This
creates an excellent opportunity for the private sector to tap into this segment

 The number of beneficiaries has been increasing reaching 2.1mn in Q3 2017 vs 1.9mn in Q3 2016,
exhibiting higher acceptance of non-banking sources of financing

 The sector is largely dominated by NGO’s and MFIs (99% of companies) and is finding interest among
private players which will further help in institutionalizing the sector

Egypt Microfinance loan (EGP mn)

Adults with an account at Formal Financial InstitutionRental rates are robust despite increased supply (EGP k/sqm)
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Banking penetration in Egypt is significantly lower than regional peers
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